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Abstract
Using BFS, a new semiempirical method for alloys, we study the surface structure of
fee ordered binary alloys in the L12 structure (NiaAI and CuaAu). We show that the
surface energy is lowest for the mixed-composition truncation of the low-index faces of
such systems. Also, we present results for the interlayer relaxations for planes close
to the surface, revealing different relaxations for atoms of different species producing a
rippled surface layer.
1.Introduction
With the recent widespread use of semiempirical methods, as well as the ever-increasing
computational capability, there has been an enormous increase in the research in computa-
tional material science that, until not long ago, was considered intractable. Surface structure
determinations also saw a tremendous development with the advent of new experimental
techniques as well as new theoretical approaches for elemental crystals as well as alloys.
Recently, much effort has been devoted to the study of surface relaxation in metals and, to
a lesser extent, alloys. Several recent experiments have provided insights in the phenomena
of surface relaxation and composition, in the case of alloys, and correspondingly a number
of theoretical studies have shown good general agreement with experimental results.
However, there is still a great deal of uncertainty in certain areas, due to limitations
inherent in experimental techniques and also to the lack of alternative studies to verify
previous results. Semiempirical methods are particularly useful tools, providing an efficient
and economical way of investigating problems and the consistency of conclusions drawn
from experiment.
The wealth of experimental studies of surface relaxation on pure metallic surfaces is
not matched for alloys [1]. However, in spite of the small number of experimental studies
[2,3,4], there seems to be slow but sure progress in the field, as the available theoretical
tools for modelling become more accurate.
The first experiment, in 1984, that provided detailed information on the atomic po-
sitions of surface atoms in a truncated ordered alloy is the low-energy electron diffraction
(LEED) intensity analysis of Davis and Noonan of a NiAl(ll0) surface [2]. They found
strong evidence for a rippled surface, where the A1 sites of the top layer (in the mixed-
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compositiontruncation) aredisplacedabovethe Ni sitesby approximately0.22/_. This
result was quickly followed by the calculation performed by Chen, Voter and Srolovitz us-
ing the embedded atom method (EAM) [5], which confirmed the main features found in
the experiment. EAM was later used to investigate similar phenomena in other ordered
alloys: Foiles and Daw presented a complete study of Ni3A1 (L12 structure) [6], followed by
Foiles work on ordered surface phases of Au on Cu [7], and Lundberg's extensive study of
surface segregation and relaxation of Pt-Ni alloys [8]. At the same time, new experimental
LEED results on Ni3A1 were reported by Sondericker and coworkers [3], finding a similar
rippled structure in Ni3A1 (100) faces. Finally, a low-energy ion scattering spectroscopy
(LEISS) experiment by Wang and coworkers provided similar data for the Cu3Au system,
a classic ordering alloy [4]. Their work followed the LEISS results concerning the surface
composition of the top atomic layers [9]. This system was also the subject of a very recent
study by Wallace and Ackland using a molecular statics algorithm with Finnis-Sinclair (FS)
many-body potentials [10].
The purpose of this work is to provide new results concerning the above mentioned sys-
tems, using a new semiempirical method for alloys recently developed by Bozzolo, Ferrante
and Smith (BFS) [11], which has shown great promise in previous applications to problems
of alloy structure [12]. Due to the simplicity of the method and the ensuing computational
efficiency,this application of BFS to the surface structure of ordered alloys can be easily
extended to a number of systems for which there are no other theoretical or experimental
studies to date [12].
2. The BFS method
The BFS method is based on the idea that the energy of formation of an arbitrary
alloy structure is the superpositionof individual contributionsei of non-equivalentatoms
in the alloy [12-13]:
ei = e/s + gi(e_ - e/c° ). (1)
ei has two components: a strain energy eSthat accounts for the actual geometrical distri-
bution of the atoms surrounding atom i, computed as if all its neighbors were of the same
atomic species, and a chemical energy eC, which takes into account the fact that some of the
neighbors of atom i may be of a different chemical species. The coupling function gi, ensures
the correct asymptotic behavior of the chemical energy contribution. The strain energy of
a pure defect crystal is calculated assuming that every neighbor of atom i is of the same
species X. e_s is then computed with aay technique (first-principles methods, semiempirical
techniques,etc.). For ec we interpret the chemical composition as a defect of an otherwise
pure crystal. We represent this defect by 'perturbing' the electronic density in the overlap
region between dissimilar atoms and locating them at equilibrium lattice sites of atom i.
The ideas of equivalent crystal theory [13] are used to develop a procedure for the evaluation
of the energy associated with this 'defect'. To free the chemical energy of structural defect
energy which should only be included in the strain energy, we reference ec to a similar
contribution where no such perturbation is included (eic°). Finally, the coupling function
g, is defined as g, = e -a,s, where a/s is a solution of e/s -- -E L [1- (1 q-a_)exp(-a_)],
and where E L is the cohesive energy for atom i. We direct the reader to ref. 12 where
a detailed description of the calculation of the strain and chemical energy contributions is
provided. Except for two parameters determined by fitting to experimental or theoretical
alloy properties, the method relies on pure element properties. Moreover, the pairwise char-
acter of the interaction between dissimilar species facilitates application to multicomponent
systemswith no further experimentalor theoreticalinput. Within the frameworkof BF$,
the calculationof defectenergiesrequiresinformationon the atomicpositionsonly. The
input parameters(seeref. 12for a completelist) arereadilyavailablefor a varietyof fcc
and bcc alloys.
3. Multilayer relaxation of pure crystals
Before proceeding to the calculation of multilayer relaxation in alloys, we will discuss
some features of theoretical calculations of these quantities. Ref. 1 provides a reasonably
large sample of both experimental and theoretical results for changes in interlayer spacing
in pure crystals. In all cases, the theoretical techniques used rely either on the use of input
data (generally experimentally determined) or on certain approximations for some of the
variables of relevance. Necessarily, the results will depend on such choices. Multilayer
relaxations involve at best very small changes in position, and correspondingly, comparable
changes in surface energy, whose minimization is the criterion used to determine the final
interlayer spacings. Thus, the search for a minimum of the surface energy, as accurate as the
minimization technique might be, will be strongly influenced by the two factors indicated
above: the approximations used and the shallowness of the minimum in the surface energy
surface resulting from small changes in the input parameters. As a consequence, to quote
just one value for each of the changes in interlayer spacings as is ordinarily done, might
not reflect the ambiguities in these calculations. In this paper we adopt a different path:
to each theoretical prediction, we will attach an estimate of the possible errors due to
any of the reasons mentioned above. Although there is no certain way to determine such
errors (after all, the predictions are, within their own framework, exact), we will see that
changes on the order of 1% in the surface energy can generate quite interesting variations
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in the relaxationschemespredicted. In particular,within the frameworkof ECT, such
small changesin the surfaceenergycanbeeasilyobtainedby changingany of the input
parameters(lattice constant,cohesiveenergy,bulk modulus)by a similar amount,well
belowtheusualexperimentalerrorsin thedeterminationof suchquantities.
To illustrate this issue,wewill focusour attentionon the surfacestructureof some
fcc pure metals(A1,Au, Cu and Ni). As canbe seenin Tables2-11of ref. 1, previous
theoreticalandexperimentalstudiesshowa widespreadin the predictionsof the changes
in interlayerspacingsfor the (100)and(110) surfaces.Evefi resultsobtainedwithin the
sametheoreticaltechnique(EAM, ECT) do not agreewith eachother (due to different
fitting proceduresof the embeddingfunctionin the caseof EAM anddifferentinput data
in both cases).Although thereis generalqualitativeagreement,regardingthe contraction
or expansionpatternfoundfor successivelayers,in somecasesthe theoreticalvaluesshow
poor agreementwith experimentalresults(see,for example,A1(100)). The ECT results
(from refs. 1 and 13)alsohighlight this inconsistency.The differencebetweenthe values
obtainedin this workand thosefrom previousapplicationsof ECT is easilytraceableto
slightly differentvaluesof someof the input parameters.
4. Multilayer relaxation of ordered alloys.
As mentionedabove,in orderto accountfor theseandotherambiguitiesin the calcu-
lation, weinvestigatedthechangein predictedrelaxationsdueto smallchangesin therigid
surfaceenergy.We thus defined'error bars'in suchwaythat all the intermediatevalues
soobtainedpredict variationsin surfaceenergieswithin that tolerance.Needlessto say,
this rangeof valuesdoesnot includeall the possiblesets(/Xd12,Ad23)that correspondto
surfaceenergieswithin the allowedvalues.It is interestingto note,however,that in most
cases,all the experimentalaswellastheoreticalpredictionsfall within the rangeof values
obtainedin this fashion.
It shouldbe notedthat whencomparingour theoreticalpredictionswith available
experimentalresults,the error barsquotedin eachcasearenot rigourouslycomparable.
However,wechooseto dosowith theonly purposeof givinga completedescriptionof the
resultsobtainablewith ECT (for pure crystals)and BFS (for alloys),onceuncertainties
in the input parametersare takeninto account.To illustrate this point, we first discuss
the surfaceenergiesandmultilayerrelaxationsof the unreconstructedlow-indexsurfacesof
pureA1,Ni, CuandAu crystals.In Table1wedisplaythe ECT predictionsfor thesurface
energiesandcomparetheresultswith typicalexperimentalvaluesfor polycrystallinesamples
[14,15].The agreementis excellentin all cases.Wenote that experimentalvaluesfor the
surfaceenergiesare for polycrystallinesurfaces,thus couldbestronglydominatedby the
predominantsurfaceplane.
In table 2 wecompareresultsfor the multilayerrelaxationsof the first two interlayer
spacingsfor thosecasesfor whichrecentexperimentaldatais available[16-24].Onceagain
the agreementis excellent,asit wasshownin previousECT studiesof surfacestructure
[1]. The inclusionof the theoretical'error bar', as mentionedabove,allowsfor a better
comparisonwith experimentas it showsthat for most cases,small changesin the input
parametersof the methodsufficeto accountfor the wholerangeof possibleexperimental
results.TheexceptionsareAl(100)andA1(111),wheretheoutwardrelaxationof thesurface
layer hasbeenattributed to an electronpromotioneffect [25]. Semiempiricalmethods
(ECT, EAM. etc.), unlessspecificallydesignedto do so, do not generallyallow for such
fineelectronicstructureeffects,thus it is not surprisingthat our resultsfor Adl2 in these
casespredict surfacelayer contractions,evenwhenthe 'error bar' is takeninto account.
For completenesswealsoincluderesultsfor the surfacerelaxationwhenonly that planeis
allowedto relax,in orderto singleout the influenceofsubsequentinterlayerspacingchanges
on the surfaceplane. Again,the agreementwith availableexperimentaldata is verygood
in all cases.
As mentionedabove,therearefew theoretical or experimental studies of ordered alloy
surfaces [2-10]. In this paper, we focus our attention on two cases (Ni3A1 and Cu3Au, in the
LI_ structure) which have been the subject of recent studies [3-6]. A complete presentation
of the corresponding results for a larger number of ordered structures as well as different
binary alloys of both bcc and fcc elements, for which no theoretical or experimental data
exists, will be published elsewhere.
a. Cu3Au: Table 3 displays the results for the unrelaxed and relaxed surface energies
(in ergs/cm 2) as obtained with BFS and with FS many-body potentials [10]. Both methods
predict, as expected, lower surface energies for the mixed-composition (100) and (110)
truncations. This feature has been experimentally proven via a low-energy ion scattering
study which detected equal parts of Cu and Au in the top layer [9]. ECT and FS results
also agree on the relative change in surface energy once the top-most layers are allowed to
relax, in spite of the fact that the FS values are 50 % smaller than the BFS ones. As is also
to be expected, the surface energies of (100)1:0 and (110)1:0 faces are comparable to the
corresponding values for single Cu crystals. The corresponding relaxations are quoted in
table 4. In order to avoid ambiguities in determining the exact atomic positions from the
entries in table 4, we present the relaxations as the percentage change in interlayer spacing
from the unrelaxed case to the one measured from the relaxed position to the unrelaxed
locationof the planeimmediatelybelow.Wealsoincludethe BFSpredictionsfor thepure
Cu truncationsof the (100)and (110)planes.Althoughit is to beexpectedthat the top
layerrelaxationwill changeasdeeperlayersareallowedto relax,anyensuingchangeswould
besmall,not affectingthe conclusionsdrawnfrom our results.
Forthe Cu3Au (100) 1:1 Cu:Au case, the results in table 4 imply a rippling of 0.148+0.023
/_, which amounts to 3.97-t-0.62 % of the lattice parameter determined for this alloy (3.73
._). This result compares very well with the 3.77 % rippling (A1 out, Ni in) obtained using
FS potentials [10]. A similar situation is found for the (110) 1:1 Cu:Au surface, where we
find the rippling to be 0.135 -b 0.04 ._(3.6=k1.1% of the lattice parameter), whereas FS
potentials predict a rather smaller change of 1.9 %. For the mixed-composition (111) 3:1
Cu:Au surface, BFS predicts a rippling of 4.6+0.4 % thus agreeing with FS results and
experimental evidence that the Au atoms are farther out than the neighboring Cu atoms
in mixed-composition surfaces.
b. Ni3Al. The surface energies of relaxed (100), (110) and (111) surfaces are shown
in Table 5, where we compare our results with the EAM study of Foiles and Daw [6]. As
found for the Cu3Au case, the mixed-composition truncations always have a lower surface
energy. The differences between the EAM and BFS predictions are consistent with previous
calculations for pure metals, where the EAM results are typically 50 % lower than the
experimental ones. Surface relaxations are indicated in Table 6, using the same format and
notation of table 4. From these results we extract the following values for the gap between
Ni and A1 atoms in the mixed-composition (100), (110) and (111) surfaces: 0.12+0.04 ._,
0.07+0.05 _ and 0.16+0.03 ._, respectively. A similar trend, but with somewhat smaller
values for the rippling are obtained from EAM [5]: 0.09 -_, 0.06 _ and 0.07 It. A different
EAM calculation[7] predictsa 0.06 /_ separation between Ni and A1 atoms in all three
surfaces. Recent LEED data [3] show Ad12(Ni) = -2.73% and Ad12(Al) ,_, 0 (i.e., A1 is
displaced outward with respect to Ni) and a rippling of 0.02+0.03 -_ for the (100) surface
In conclusion, we have applied BFS for the study of multilayer relaxation of specific
ordered alloy surfaces for those cases where comparison with experiment and other theo-
retical approaches is possible. We found our Cu3Au results in agreement with experiment
and other calculations in that the mixed layer termination had a lower surface energy than
the Cu terminated layer and that surface relaxation studies indicated that there would be
rippled surfaces with a preferred outward relaxation for the Au atoms. For Ni3A1 similar
agreement was obtained for the surface energy as a function of surface composition as well
as for the outward relaxation of A1 atoms on the surface. Finally, we have pointed out
that considerable caution must be exercised in presenting quantitative results for surface
relaxations in that small changes in input parameters can cause substantial quantitative
changes due to shallowness of the energy surface.
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Technique A1 Cu Ni Au
Exp. [14] 1200 1790 2270 1560
Exp. I15] 1140 1780 2380 1500
Exp. [15] 1180 1770 2240 1540
ECT(100) 1203 2309 2982 1546
ECT(ll0) 1284 2373 3073 1621
ECT(lll) 856 1767 2274 1136
Table 1: Surface energies (in ergs/cm 2)
Element Face
A1
Ni
Cu
Experiment
/kdl2 /kd23 Ref.
(100) +1.8 [16]
(110) -8.5±1.0 +5.5+1.1 [17]
(111) +1.7+0.3 +0.5+0.7 [18]
(100) -3.2+0.5 [19]
(110) -9.0+1.0 +3.5+1.5 [20]
(111) -1.2+1.2 [21]
(100) -2.1 +0.45 [22]
(110) -7.5+1.5 +2.5+1.5 [23]
(111) -0.7+0.5 [24]
ECT
Ad12
-4.68+1,62
-8.29+2.35
-3.67+1,21
-3.53±1.68
-6.32+2,44
-2.89+1,29
-3.52=kl,74
-6.31+2.46
-2.88±1,30
ECT (two-layers)
Adn Ad23
-5.05±1.58 +3.35+0.80
-9.53+3,58 +1.90+2.24
-3.94+1.19 +2.75±0.61
-3.82::k 1.68 +2.48+0.85
-6.55+3.63 +0.34+2.24
-3.10+1.25 +2.12+0.63
-3.81+1.70 +2.47+0.86
-6.51+3.83 +0.29+2.44
-3.10+1.25 +2.12+0.63
Table 2: Surface relaxations of A1, Cu and Ni as percentages of the rigid interplanar spacings.
Face Finnis-Sinclair BFS
Unrelaxed[Relaxed Unrelaxed Relaxed(100)1:1
(100)1:0
(110)1:1
(110)1:0
(111)3:1
896
1192
1051
1240
882
865
1171
1024
1173
863
2119
2478
2397
2873
1626
1810
2247
2337
2699
1577
Table 3: Unrelaxed and relaxed surface energies (in ergs/cm 2) of Cu3Au.
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Layer Atom
1 Cu
Au
2 Cu
Au
(100)1:1 (100)1:0 (110)1:1 (llO)hO (111)3:1
-2.12=l=0.41 +5.38+0.47 -2.45+1.14 -3.70:t: 1.02 +14.35+0.26
+5.82+0.81 +7.804-1.80 +22.29+0.53
+5.61=1=0.37 +12.87-4-0.50 +10.144.-1.37 -.t-12.14-1-1.37 +21.20=1=0.24
+3.23+1.23 - -0.70+1.30 +2.23+1.92
Table 4: Surface relaxations of Cu3Au L12 surfaces. See text for definition of the percentage
change.
Face EAM [6]
(100)1:1 1620
(100)i:0 1885
(110)1:1 1730
(110)1:0 1920
(111)3:1 1645
BFS
2852
3168
3117
3964
2411
Table 5: Surface energies of Ni3A1 (in ergs/cm2).
Layer Atom
1 Ni
A1
2 Ni
A1
(100)1:1 (100)1:0 (110)1:1
-1.33+0.70 +3.41±0.72 -4.63+1.65
+5.25+1.60 +0.80+2.85
+4.59+0.63 +8.82+0.81
+3.39+1.46
+3.55+2.19
(110)1:0 (111)3:1
-5.03+1.31 +8.564-0.55
+16.28+1.40
+5.19+2.40
+0.92+2.74
+13.69+0.53
+4.04+1.53
Table 6: Surface relaxations of Ni3A1 L12 surfaces. See text for definition of the percentage
change.
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